Abstract. Let tXn, n P V Ď N d u be a d-dimensional random field indexed by some subset V of lattice N d , which are stochastically dominated by a random variable X. Let tan,i, n, i P V u be a 2d-dimensional random field independent of tXn, n P V u and such that |an,i| ă M, n, i P V for some constant M . In this paper, we give conditions under which the following series
Introduction
Let N d denotes the positive integer d-dimensional lattice points and let tX n , n P V Ď N d u be a set of random variables indexed by some subset V of lattice N d . We use the notation n ă m if n i ă m i , i " 1, 2, . . . d, and similarly n ≤ m. The symbol |n| denotes ś d i"1 n i . The divergence n Ñ 8 is interpreted as n i Ñ 8, i " 1, 2, . . . d. Let ta n,i , n, i P V Ď N d u be a 2d-dimensional random field independent of tX n , n P V u and such that |a n,i | ă M, a.s. n, i P V for some constant M . We say that the random field tX n , n P V u is stochastically dominated by the random variable X iff (1) P r|X n | ą xs ≤ CP r|X| ą xs, for all x ą 0, and all n P V.
For n P V we will write S n pV q " ř iPV, i≤n X i and S pnq pV q " ř iPV, |i|≤n X i . If it doesn't lead to any misunderstanding we will omit argument and write short S n and S pnq , respectively.
In this paper, we consider the following complete convergence of random moving averages of random fields (2) @ ą0 ÿ nPV |n| t P " | ř iPV a n,i X i | |n| 1{p ą  ă 8, for some fixed p ą 0, t P R.
The complete convergence of random sequences was introduced and first investigated by Hsu, Robbins [7] and Erdös [1] . Their results were extended by Baum and Katz [2] to establish a rate of convergence in the sense of Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund's strong law of large numbers. This result has rich generalizations, e.g. Hu, Móricz and Taylor [9] extended complete convergence on arrays of rowwise independent random variables. We refer to Gut [3] for a rich survey on complete convergence related to strong laws results. The complete convergence and the convergence rate of randomly indexed partial sums were considered by Gut [4] and additionally for multidimensional indices by Gut [5] . In 1998, Hsu et al. [10] proved the complete convergence theorem for arrays of rowwise independent random variables. This result was generalized by Sung [14] , who proved the following theorem: Theorem 1.1. Let tX n , n ≥ 1u be a sequence of random variables which are stochastically dominated by a random variable X satisfying E|X| ppt`β`1q ă 8, where ppt`β`1q ą 0, β, t P R and p ą 0. Let ta n,i , n, i ≥ 1u be a bounded array of real numbers such that
for some q ă ppt`β`1q. Assume that one of the following conditions holds:
is the sequence of independent random variables with EX n " 0, n ≥ 1, (iii) 2 ≤ ppt`β`1q, tX n , n ≥ 1u is the sequence of independent random variables with EX n " 0, n ≥ 1 and
On the other hand, the almost sure and complete convergence for randomly weighted sums of arrays of rowwise independent Banach space valued random elements were investigated by Thanh and Yin [16] .
In this paper, we generalize the Theorem 1.1 in the following directions:
(i) We consider the d-dimensional random field of independent random variables. (ii) In a random field, we consider some cases of summation index V . (iii) We allow that constants ta n,i , n, i P V u (cf. Theorem 1.1) are random variables independent of tX n , n P V u. This situation allows us to obtain the complete convergence result for randomly indexed random sums of the field.
The notations, main results and examples of applications are given in section 2, whereas some lemmas and proofs in section 3. In the whole paper C denotes the generic constants different in different places, maybe. By the IrAs we will denote the indicator of event A as well as the characteristic function and by log`x we will understand maxtlog x, 1u, where log x is the natural logarithm.
Main results
We will consider two kind of subsets N d and V c " tn :
Considering the results, which are true for both of them we will write shortly V . We note, in all paper,
The geometry of lattice V plays the big role in the evaluation of the complete convergence. Following Smythe [13] , we introduce some notions:
For the additional information on M V and d V cf. Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6.
Theorem 2.1. Let tX n , n P V u be a field of random variables which are stochastically dominated by a random variable X such that
where ppt`β`1q ą 0, β, t P R and p ą 0. In the case ppt`β`1q ≥ 1, we always assume that EX n " 0, n P V, and that tX n , n P V u is the field of independent random variables. Let ta n,i , i, n P V u be a field of random variables independent of field tX n , n P V u and such that |a n,i | " Op1q, i, n P V, a.s.,
for some q ă ppt`β`1q.
(ii) If ppt`β`1q " 1 and one of the following conditions is satisfied:
for some J ą 2, α ă 2{p and Jp2{p´αq´t ą 1, then p2q holds.
Corollary 2.1. Let tX n , n P V u and constants p, t, β be such as in Theorem 2.1.
(a) Let tN n , n P V u be a field of random indices independent of the field tX n , n P V u and such that EM V pN n q " Op|n| β q.
or (ii) ppt`β`1q " 1, and
or (iii) ppt`β`1q ≥ 2, and EpM V pN nJ " Op|n| αJ q for some α ă 2{p, J ą 2 and Jp2{p´αq´t ą 1,
(b) Let tN n , n P V u be a d-dimensional random field independent of the field tX n , n P V u and such that E|N n | " Op|n| β q. If the assumptions of point (a) hold with M V pN n q replaced by |N n |, then
Corollary 2.2. Let tX n , n P V u and constants p, t, β be such as in Theorem 2.1.
(a) Let tε n , n P V u be a field of random variables such that P rε n " 1s " 1´P rε n " 0s "p, n P V and independent of the field tX n , n P V u. Assume that β ą 1. Then
(b) Let tε n,i , n, i P V u be a 2d-dimensional fields of random variables such that P rε n,i " 1s " 1´P rε n,i " 0s "p n,i , where tp n,i , n, i P V u is 2d-dimensional field of numbers and ÿ iPVp n,i " Op|n| β q.
If ppt`β`1q " 1 we assume additionally that for some γ ą 0
whereas if ppt`β`1q ≥ 2, we assume that for integer J ą 2 and α ă 2{p such that Jp2{p´αq´t ą 1
Example 2.1. Let tY n , n P N 2 u be an iid random field with the stable law (G α 1 ,β 1 ,γ 1 ,c pq) i.e. with the characteristic function
Furthermore, let tN n , n P N 2 u and tU n , n P N 2 u be random fields of 2-dimensional vectors with the laws
and P rU n " ks "
respectively. We assume that tU n , n P N 2 u is independent of tY n , n P N 2 u. Furthermore, let tX n " Y U n , n P V u, then for every x ą 0 we have
and for all s ă α 1 we have
, and
Auxiliary results and proofs
Let us introduce the ordering in V by the "diagonal method":
pk ≺ nq ðñ p|k| ă |n|q _ pp|k| " |n|q^pk ipk,nq ă n ipk,n,
This order stands the linear order of d-dimensional vectors. Let us de-
For proof, we need the following auxiliary results:
Lemma 3.1. Let tX i , i P V u denotes the field of independent random variables with EX i " 0, i P V. Then for arbitrary subset S Ď V there exists a positive constant C p depending only on p ą 2 such that:
Lemma 3.2. Let tX i , i P V u denote the field of independent random variables with EX i " 0, i P V, then for arbitrary integer j ≥ 1, and t ą 0:
where ord´1 V pq denotes the inverse function of ord V pq and C j , D j are positive constants.
Applying the described above renumeration, we obtain Lemma 3.1 from Rosenthal's inequality [12] and Lemma 3.2 from proof of equation (3.3), p. 164 in [6] and Hoffmann-Jørgensen's Proposition 6.7 in [11] . We only remark that sup
but in general the second term on the right hand side of (7) can't be similarly written.
Lemma 3.3. Let tX n , n P V u be the field of independent random variables with EX n " 0, EX 2 n ă 8, n P V, stochastically dominated by the random variable X, and let tβ n , n P V u be the field of numbers bounded by M , then for arbitrary J ≥ 2, η, , p ą 0 and β, t P R such that ppt`β`1q ą 1`η we have
Proof. Let us define
where j is integer such that 2 j ≥ J and , without loss of generality considerations, is ≤ δ. Then
To evaluate I 1 we use Lemma 3.2 to the field of random variables |n|´1 {p β i pX
Furthermore, because
and because V arpXq ≤ EX 2 for arbitrary random variable X, therefore:
and by Markov's inequality, we have
Using the facts:
On the other hand
Moreover, from Lemma 3.1, Markov's inequality and evaluation I 1 and I 3 we have
such that (9)- (12) ends the proof of Lemma 3.3.
The following Lemma is well known and its proof is standard:
Lemma 3.4. Let tX n , n P V u be a field of random variables which are stochastically dominated by a random variable X. For any α ą 0 and b ą 0, the following statements hold:
The following easy lemma may be found in [13] (cf. Examples 2.3 and 2.5):
Lemma 3.5. We have M V pxq " Opxplog`xq τ´1 q, where τ is defined in p3q.
Lemma 3.6. For some δ ą 0, the following evaluations hold: 
The proof in other cases runs similarly.
In the case of multidimensional indexes, the Lemma 2 ([14]) may be expressed as
Lemma 3.7. Let X be a random variable and let r, δ, p ą 0 be arbitrary. Then the following statements hold:
Proof of Lemma 3.7. We have
in case (ii) and
in the last case. Now, taking into account Lemma 3.6 and (13-15), we get
and ÿ
Similarly, we get
which ends the proof.
Lemma 3.8. Let tX n , n P V u be a field of random variables which are stochastically dominated by a random variable X satisfying
where ppt`β`1q ą 0, β, t P R and p ą 0. Let ta n,i , i, n P V u be a field of random variables independent of field tX n , n P V u and such that
for some q ă ppt`β`1q. Then for any δ ą 0
and for any positive δ such that ppt`β`1q´δ ≥ q and ppt`β`1q´δ ą 0, we have
Proof. Applying Lemma 3.4, we obtain
Now Lemma 3.7 finishes the proof.
Lemma 3.9. Let X " tX k , k P V u be the random field independent of the random field Y " tY k , k P V u. Let µ X , µ Y , µ X,Y be probability measures of fields X, Y and pX, Yq, respectively. Let tA i , i P V u be the family of compact sets in . Let gpx, yq and hpx, yq be two measurable Borel functions such that for every field of numbers y P tA i , i P V u:
Proof. From the independency of X and Y and the Fubini's Theorem, we have
Proof of Theorem 2.1.
(I) For any δ ą 0 such that ppt`β`1q`δ ≤ 1, using Markov's inequality and Lemma 3.8, we get
Similarly, taking δ ą 0 such that ppt`β`1q´δ ≥ q and ppt`β`1q´δ ą 0, we have
From (17) and (18), we obtain (2) in the case 0 ă ppt`β`1q ă 1.
(II) Consider the case ppt`β`1q ă 2. Taking δ ą 0 such that pptβ`1 q`δ ≤ 2, we get by Markov's inequality, Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund's inequality, the c r -inequality and Jensen's inequality for arbitrary family of real numbers tβ n , n P V u such that 0 ≤ β n ≤ C, arbitrary m P R, similarly as in [14] :
Now putting
from (19), we see that EgptX i u, tβ i uq ≤ EhptX i u, tβ i uq such that Lemma 3.9 implies for arbitrary n
Now multiplying both two sides (20) by |n| t , summing on n P V and applying Lemma 3.8, we get
(III) Now, in the case 1 ă ppt`β`1q ≤ 2, taking δ ą 0 such that ppt`β`1q´δ ≥ maxtq, 1u and using Markov's inequality, MarcinkiewiczZygmund's inequality, the c r -inequality and Jensen's inequality for arbitrary family of real numbers tβ n , n P V u like in [14] , we get
In this case, we put
and use Lemma 3.9 to obtain that
Finally, we have
Since EX n " 0, (2) holds by (21) and (24) when 1 ă ppt`β`1q ă 2.
(IV) Let us consider the case ppt`β`1q " 1 and t ≥´1 (otherwise the proof is obvious). Since, from Lemma 3.4(ii), (4), (5) , and the fact that E|X| ă 8 in both cases of definition V , we have:
then for n such that |n| ą K p , we have
Furthermore, because EX n " 0, n P V,
On the other hand, the term ř nPV |n| t H n,1 on the right hand side is evaluated in (21), whereas the term ř nPV |n| t H n,2 may be bounded by
In the case of (a),ˇˇÿ
such that H n,3 " 0 for |n| ą K p . For the proof of Theorem 2.1(ii)(b) we consider first the case |n| ą K p , too. Because from (28),
we have
, such that using Markov's inequality, (25) and Lemma 3.6, we
E|a n,i´E a n,i |E|X|Ir|X| ą |n| 1{p s
In both cases (a) and (b), from Lemma 3.6, we have additionally
If the condition (c) holds, we obtain
which ends the proof of Theorem 2.1 in the case ppt`β`1q " 1.
(V) Let tβ n,i , n, i P V u be a field of real numbers bounded by M. From Lemma 3.3, we obtain ÿ nPV |n| t P r| ÿ CE|X| ppt`β`1q`l og`|X|˘τ´1`CE|X| ppt`β`1q`l og`|X|˘τ´1 ă 8, which ends the proof of Theorem 2.1 in case ppt`β`1q ≥ 2. Thus Theorem 2.1(i) follows from (I), (II) and (III), Theorem 2.1(ii) from (II) and (IV) and Theorem 2.1(iii) is the consequence of (V).
Proofs of Corollaries 2.1 and 2.2. For proofs we put in Theorem 2.1 a n,i " IrN n ≥ |i|s and a n,i " IrN n ≥ is in items (a) and (b), respectively. We only remark, that ÿ iPV P rN n ≥ |i|s " EM V pN n q, E`ÿ iPV IrN n ≥ |i|s˘J " E`M V pN n q˘J ,
Whereas for proof of Corollary 2.2, we put a n,i "
0, otherwise, and a n,i " ε n,i in items (a) and (b), respectively. Furthermore, from Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.5: ÿ iPV ,i≤n P rε i " 1s "pM V p|n|q " O`|n|plog`|n|q 
